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Abstract: This paper explores the relationship between energy consumption, economic growth, and life
satisfaction and makes the case that economic growth as usual is no longer a desirable or sustainable
policy goal. Historically, economic and social development go along with energy sector transformation
and total energy use. As a country develops, its use of energy increases, resource consumption
increases, population booms, life expectancy rises, and overall socio-economic outcomes are improved.
One might deduce then, that life satisfaction is also tightly correlated to economic development and
energy consumption, but is this the case? To answer this question, current academic literature and data
on the relationship between energy consumption, GDP, and quality of life were explored. The review
showed a weak relationship between GDP and quality of life, a saturation relationship between
energy use and social returns (social returns increase with increasing energy use to a point), and a
strong relationship between GDP and energy use. There have been high hopes that improvements in
energy-efficient technology will reduce global aggregate resource consumption, however, there is
a growing body of research to suggest the opposite is likely to occur due to ”rebound effects”.
The major environmental issues of our time have been seen predominantly as issues to be solved
through advancements in technology; however, it is the argument of this paper that they cannot
be addressed from a purely technological standpoint. Of course, improving energy efficiency is
an important factor, but we must not forget the equally important subject of human behavior and
our addiction to continual economic growth. We must first address the human desire to consume
resources in the pursuit of happiness and socio-economic status, and shift towards a mentality of
sufficiency. Future research must demonstrate concrete examples of sustainable development and
consumption, advance the discourse on how the individual can be part of the solution, and empower
the implementation of sustainable government policy.
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1. Introduction
For many, it is hard to imagine a life without access to reliable energy. One only needs to experience
the habitual flicking of a light switch during a power outage to realize it is inseparably integrated into
our daily existence. Many of us have had the experience of preparing a home-cooked meal only to
have the power go out with dinner half cooked in the oven. In vain desperation, you consider for a
moment that you could use the microwave instead. It is evident that access to electricity is necessary
for life in the western world. The phrase ”necessary for life” might be best explained by considering a
passage from Henry David Thoreau’s Walden:
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“By the words, necessary of life, I mean whatever, of all that man obtains by his own exertions, has been
from the first, or from long use has become, so important to human life that few, if any, whether from
savageness, or poverty, or philosophy, ever attempt to do without it [1]”.
For the western world, electricity falls into this category. At some point in our history, we developed
the ability to harness the power of fire, steam, rivers, and the atom itself for the obtainment of our
own comfort. Now, through “long use” electricity has become so important to our existence that the
thought of doing without is enough to force us to pause, shudder, and, for a moment, become grateful
for our circumstances (quite often only for a moment) before we are once again swept away by the
business of a consumption-based life. Electricity has in no small part afforded us the opportunity to
relieve our minds from the constant thought of survival. We do not have to worry ourselves with the
tasks of gathering fuel and food, creating shelter, etc . . . We are free to dream, self-actualize, and focus
our energy on developing vibrant economies, social lives, and enterprises.
Historically, the growth of energy consumption has fueled human development [2]. As a country
develops, its use of energy increases, resource consumption increases, population booms, life expectancy
rises, and overall socio-economic outcomes improve. It is well established that energy and resource
consumption is tied very closely with economic activity [3], and that social performance is higher
in countries with greater per capita resource use [4]. One might deduce then that life satisfaction is
also correlated to economic development and energy consumption, but is this the case? To answer
these questions, current academic literature and data on the relationship between energy consumption,
GDP, and quality of life are explored. The western world industrialized during a time where many
practices, such as long working hours [5], stagnant wages for increased labor [6,7], and child labor [7,8],
would today be seen as grievous violations of human decency. During the Industrial Revolution
the environmental implications of large-scale industrial expansion and the energy sector’s transition
towards the use of fossil fuels were not as well understood as they are today. Built on the backs of the
working class, there is no question that the economy that emerged during the industrial revolution
ushered in an era that drastically changed the quality of life for many parts of the western world in the
years to come. With today’s perceptions of human rights and our knowledge of the environmental
impacts of pollution and carbon-emitting energy sources, countries industrializing in the 21st century
must not repeat the same ethical and environmental mistakes of the past.
2. Socio-Economic Development, Economic Growth, and Energy Use
The correlation between energy consumption and the welfare of a country is a well-discussed
topic [2]. There is a general agreement in the literature that a certain amount of energy consumption
is a fundamental requirement for the economic progress and social development of a country [2].
Economic growth is a primary policy goal of most governments, with an expectation that the economy
should grow by between 2% and 3% per year [3]. For the majority of human history, the size of the
global economy safely existed within the boundaries of the biosphere [3]. However, due to the rapid
increase in the human population, industrialization, and the emergence of an energy sector dependent
on fossil fuels, this is no longer the case. In the last 100 years, the population has increased from
about 1.5 billion to 7.8 billion. During the same time (due to economic progress and technological
advancements) the average global GDP increased from $4.01 T in 1900 [9] to $85.9 T in 2018 [10]
(values given in 2020 USD), an increase of 21.4 times.
To illustrate the relationship between energy consumption and economic development,
consider the example of the People’s Republic of China. Since 1955, China has undergone an economic
transformation. This is evident in the exponential change in the national GDP in that same time period,
as shown in Figure 1. Below (it is compared to that of the USA for reference). Assuming energy
use and economic growth are tightly coupled, one might expect that the energy demands of China
significantly increased during this time frame, and indeed they did. In 1973, China’s total energy
consumption was 363 Mtoe (megatonnes of oil equivalent [11]). In 2009, they surpassed the USA as
the largest consumer of energy in the world. By 2015, China’s energy consumption grew to 2.0 Gtoe
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(gigatonnes of oil equivalent) [11]. Further illustrating the relationship between energy consumption
and GDP,
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Figure 1. National GDP for China and the USA [13]. Mtoe—Megatonnes of oil equivalent.
Figure 1. National GDP for China and the USA [13]. Mtoe—Megatonnes of oil equivalent.
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The issues of climate change and resource consumption have been largely seen as engineering
problems, but in reality, they are as much technological issues as they are social issues. An interesting
fact about natural resource use is that we tend to consume more as our process efficiency improves,
not less. This is an unnerving thought as there has been a focused effort on reducing energy consumption
through efficiency measures. Recently, the United Nations and International Energy Agency (IEA)
stated that energy-efficient technologies will play a major role in the goal to reduce global energy
consumption by 30% [19]. However, there is a well-established phenomenon known as Jevon’s paradox
(or rebound effect) that shows an increase in overall energy consumption following an energy efficiency
improvement [20], not a decrease. Increasing energy efficiency may not a reliable means of reducing
energy consumption in isolation. Human behavior has to be considered.
In 1849, the British economist and philosopher John Stuart Mill expressed his concern for the
environmental consequences of economic growth in 1848, stating: “I sincerely hope, for the sake of
posterity, that they will be content to be stationary, long before necessity compels them to it” [21].
Our current economic model is driven by an insatiable need to consume energy and resources to
satisfy our economic aspirations. This is an inherently unsustainable mentality. If left unchecked,
the compulsion to consume will lead to economic collapse as global resources are depleted and
biospheric boundaries are exceeded. Johan Rockstrom suggests nine planetary boundaries that
jointly define a safe operating space within which current planetary conditions must be maintained:
climate change, biodiversity loss, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles, stratospheric ozone depletion,
ocean acidification, global freshwater use, atmospheric aerosol loading, and chemical pollution [22].
Of those nine planetary boundaries, four are currently transgressed [15].
The consumption mentality incorporates an inherent duality between pursuing sustainable
development while insisting on economic growth. The linkage between continued economic growth and
improvements in energy efficiency can only act as a temporary offset towards higher consumption [23].
This duality has left policy-makers impotent when it comes to energy-saving policies. When the
development path requires a choice between economic growth and environmental sustainability,
the former is often favored. Energy savings from efficiency gains are being undermined by various
rebound effects and the efficiency gains themselves are fueling unsustainable economic growth.
2.2. Economic Growth as Usual Is not Desirable
Economic growth is only desirable if it (1) occurs within planetary boundaries and (2) improves
quality of life. The target of continual economic growth is outdated and based in the mindset of the
1950s [14]. It has resulted in economies that are degenerating, depleting, and exploiting the natural
environment that humanity fundamentally depends on while enriching the super-rich at the expense
of everyone else [14]. There are many critiques of the use of GDP as a measure of economic welfare.
Simon Kuznets, the economist and statistician who helped create the standardized measure of GNP
(the precursor to GDP) had deep reservations about the national accounts he helped to create [24].
He attempted to warn the nation of the limitations of the new system by stating that the welfare of
the nation could “scarcely be inferred from a measurement of national income” [24]. GDP is simply a
measure of market activity. It makes no distinction between what is desirable or undesirable. It also
only looks at the segment of the economy that is involved with monetary transactions and pays
no attention to the economic role of households and communities [24]. Worse yet, GDP sees social
decline as “growth” [24]. For example, since Purdue Pharma released OxyContin in the 1990s, it has
contributed $31 billion to GDP [25]. During that same time, North America has slipped into an opioid
crisis: the first wave of which began with prescription opioids in 1999, and has since killed nearly
450,000 people [26]. In addition to the money made by selling incredibly addictive opioids, GDP also
sees this social decline as growth by another name. Money changes hands as people check into rehab,
require hospitalization for overdoses, plan for the deaths of their loved ones, deal with the fallout of
broken homes, and manage every other manner of social degeneration; as long as money is changing
hands, GDP chalks it up as a win on the economic score board. Environmental decline also shows up
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It is increasingly being recognized that GDP was never designed as a measure of economic
welfare and GDP growth is no longer an appropriate national policy goal [29]. Resource consumption
is merely a means to increase economic development with the assumption that development will lead
to increased human “well-being”. However, well-being is not determined solely by the consumption
of goods and services, but also on health, education, family, friends, social networks, leisure time,
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It is increasingly being recognized that GDP was never designed as a measure of economic welfare
and GDP growth is no longer an appropriate national policy goal [29]. Resource consumption is
merely a means to increase economic development with the assumption that development will lead to
increased human “well-being”. However, well-being is not determined solely by the consumption
of goods and services, but also on health, education, family, friends, social networks, leisure time,
self-actualization, and healthy ecosystems, none of which are directly measured by GDP [30]. There is a
growing body of research to show that evaluating these alternative indicators in total economic progress
typically finds that well-being is not improving in global north countries and is in fact declining despite
continual increases in GDP [30]. An alternative to GDP as an indicator of progress is the genuine
progress indicator (GPI), which is based on the GDP, however, includes several components that
GDP does not. GPI is a measure of economic welfare generated by economic activity. It starts with
personal consumption expenditures (similar to GDP) but adjusts them using 24 different components,
including income distribution, environmental costs, crime, pollution, benefits of volunteer work,
and household work, among others [29]. It separates economic activities that diminish welfare from
those that enhance it, however, it does not measure the sustainability of economic activity. Although not
perfect, GPI is a far better welfare indicator than GDP [29].
In a study of 17 countries that make up 53% of the world’s population 59% of global GDP,
Kubiszewski et al. looked at GPI as an indicator of economic welfare. They found that while global
GDP has tripled since 1950, economic welfare as measured by GPI peaked in 1978 (around the same
time that global ecological footprint exceeded global bio capacity) and has been decreasing since [29].
In addition, life satisfaction has not improved significantly since 1975 [29]. Interestingly, they note
that GPI and GDP are highly correlated up to a point of about $7000/capita, after which there appears
to be a negative correlation. They go on to quote the “threshold hypothesis” proposed by Manfred
Max-Neef, which states: “for every society there seems to be a period in which economic growth
(as conventionally measured) brings about an improvement in the quality of life, but only up to a
point–the threshold point-beyond which, if there is more economic growth, quality of life may begin to
deteriorate” [31] (p. 117). Socially minded critics argue that even if economic growth could continue,
it is no longer a desirable goal for wealthy nations to pursue because it is failing to improve people’s
lives [4].
2.3. Peak of Maximum Utility
As mentioned above, there is a general agreement in the literature that a certain amount of energy
consumption is a fundamental requirement for the economic progress and social development of a
country [2]. Access to electrical energy significantly improves quality of life. For example, lack of
electricity hinders the ability of those in the developing world to carry out many of the tasks the
western-world takes for granted such as cooking, cleaning, working, reading, etc. It also means that
hundreds of billions of hours each year are spent collecting fuel for cooking and heating—a duty
borne primarily by women and children [32]. Without electricity, these people do not have access
to modern hospital services or refrigeration for food and medicine. Without electricity, they do not
have access to proper sanitation services such as septic systems, or garbage disposal. It affects the
ability of children to become educated (as the schools many of these students attend lack an electrical
connection). This hampers their future prospects, which perpetuates the problem into the future due to
the fact that economic growth has largely been a consequence of a shift towards industrialization and a
knowledge-based economy [32]. In addition to this, 2.8 billion people—38% of the global population,
and almost 50% of the population in developing countries—lack access to clean cooking. This leads to
2.8 million premature deaths per year, primarily women and children, directly related to the inhalation
of toxic fumes produced from burning biomass for cooking, or kerosene for lighting. At the same
time, the environmental ceiling has already been crossed for four of the seven measurable planetary
boundaries. Generally the more social thresholds a country achieves, the more biophysical boundaries
it transgresses [15].
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Akizu-Gardoki et al. explored available literature to determine the required energy to meet
a basic level of social development and found that 9.3 MWh per capita per year were required to
maintain a Human Development Index (HDI) value above 0.7 and 33.7 MWh per capita per year in
order to uplift the HDI above 0.9 [2]. In this literature review, they also found data that demonstrates
energy consumption above 43.8 MWh per capita per year does not necessarily lead to a higher quality
of life, and that a population needs 33.7 MWh per capita per year to maintain an HDI higher than
0.9 [2]. O’Neill et al. (2018) studied the impacts of resource use on social outcomes and found a
logarithmic (saturation) relationship between resource use and social returns, suggesting diminishing
marginal utility with higher resource use [15]. In fact, higher resource use has begun to exhibit negative
marginal returns as climate change imposes huge environmental damages due to storms, rising sea
levels, new diseases, and mass migrations from threatened areas [33]. To illustrate this phenomenon,
consider the “all-you-can-eat-buffet”.
At the buffet, the food is pre-gathered, pre-cooked, and laid-out as far-as-the-eye-can-see.
A patron, let us call him “Phil”, fills up his first plate of steak, bacon-wrapped-bacon, fried chicken,
deep-fried prawns, and broccoli–beef. As he consumes, the usefulness of Phil’s meal approaches a
peak of maximum utility, as illustrated in Figure 4. At this point, by all means, Phil is sufficiently
satiated. Yet, he gets up, grabs another plate and piles it high with a second course. Phil does not just
eat until he is full, oh no, Phil eats until he cannot bend down to re-tie his shoes. After he has fully
consumed the second plate of food he feels bloated and uncomfortable. He has consumed passed the
point of maximum utility. Now the net utility of his meal decreases according to the economic principle
of diminishing marginal utility [34]. However, there is always room for dessert...Phil stumbles over to
the ice cream bar and continues to consume. If we plot the utility of Phil’s dinner against the amount
World
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However,
should
be seen,
be seen, as it
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systems, as
a transition
to maturity
[23]. It isgrowth
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to demand
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the infinite
infinitesystems,
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theisbounds
of a to
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In fact,expansion
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anatomy,
there is a term
for it:
Constant
of an economy
exists within
the bounds
a finite
environment.
In fact,
if cancer.
continual
unchecked
economic
growth
shouldanatomy,
not be the indicator
a healthy
population.
growth occurs
within
human
there is aofterm
for it:
cancer. Constant economic growth should
not be the
indicator of a healthy population.
3. Alternative Economic Goals
As Kate Raworth suggests, the 21st century calls for a far more ambitious economic goal than
continual growth. The challenge should now be achieving the well-being of all people within the
scientifically informed boundaries of the planet [14,35]. There are economic models that have
affirmed that investing in renewable energies and energy efficiency (which are necessary to stabilize
the climate) will be a positive source of net job creation and economic growth [36]. This is beneficial
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3. Alternative Economic Goals
As Kate Raworth suggests, the 21st century calls for a far more ambitious economic goal than
continual growth. The challenge should now be achieving the well-being of all people within the
scientifically informed boundaries of the planet [14,35]. There are economic models that have affirmed
that investing in renewable energies and energy efficiency (which are necessary to stabilize the climate)
will be a positive source of net job creation and economic growth [36]. This is beneficial so long as
it (1) exists within planetary boundaries and (2) improves quality of life. This represents a switch in
mindset from seeing the environment as an externality to the economy, to understanding how the
economy can thrive in balance with environmental boundaries [14]. The shift to a sustainable economy
represents significant changes in group psychology and lifestyle. One of the primary arguments against
a sustainable economy is that it leads to national economic recessions and unemployment due to the
reduction of consumption and the corresponding impact on the economy [30]. Unfortunately, if the
growth of the all-you-can-eat economy persists, we are headed to an economic recession brought on by
an environmental collapse as we outstrip the Earth’s ability to support humanity.
A more sustainable approach to energy and resource consumption would be to begin a transition
towards a mature, steady-state, “sufficiency” economy. One that exists at the point of maximum utility
of resource consumption (with the caveat that this level is within per capita planetary boundaries).
A steady-state economy is an economy where the main biophysical stocks and flows are stable,
where resource
consumption
is equal to resource regeneration, and where material and energy
World 2020, XX,
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In
addition,
as
developed
countries
transition
to
renewable
energy
consume more energy per capita (and achieve more of the social thresholds) while remaining inside
sources, it may be possible to maintain a high standard of living while bringing environmental
ecological limits. In addition, as developed countries transition to renewable energy sources, it may be
impacts to levels within planetary boundaries.
4. Future Work
It is clear that the overconsumption of resources is undermining human and planetary wellbeing. The current economic model of continual growth at the expense of the environment or our
well-being is no longer serving humanity and has become a cancer. Previous work has done an
excellent job in defining the safe and just space in which humanity must operate, now the question
remains: how do we achieve this in practice? A recent article published in nature communications
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4. Future Work
It is clear that the overconsumption of resources is undermining human and planetary well-being.
The current economic model of continual growth at the expense of the environment or our well-being
is no longer serving humanity and has become a cancer. Previous work has done an excellent job in
defining the safe and just space in which humanity must operate, now the question remains: how do
we achieve this in practice? A recent article published in nature communications synthesized the
discourse on reforming or changing economic systems and distilled it into recommendations for
further research. To paraphrase the authors of this paper, future work must be targeted towards
(1) research to advance basic academic understanding, (2) research on societal change for citizens
and communities, and (3) research on governance [37]. Future research must demonstrate concrete
examples of sustainable development and consumption, advance the discourse on how individuals
and communities can be part of the solution, and empower the implementation of sustainable
government policy. The myriad of issues that stem from the overconsumption of resources is both
technological and social—as such, solutions must exist at the intersection of technology and society.
Technological advancements such as improvements in efficiency and transitions to renewable energy
sources will be an important part of the solution. However, in the absence of a firm understanding of
human behavior and in the presence of a dominant culture of consumption, this may lead to a rebound
due to Jevon’s paradox (although there is still some debate on the presence of an economy-wide
rebound effect [38]). A collective shift towards sustainability is first needed in the western psyche before
improvements in efficiency will provide long-term reductions in aggregate resource consumption.
These issues are complex, have numerous stakeholders with conflicting values and needs, and have both
social and technological implications. By definition, these problems are “wicked”. Wicked problems
demand a very different approach to produce solutions. Richard Buchanan quotes Horst Rittel
in his description of wicked problems, stating that wicked problems are a “class of social system
problems which are ill-formulated, where the information is confusing, where there are many clients
and decision-makers with conflicting values, and where the ramifications in the whole system are
thoroughly confusing” [39] (p. 15). As Rittel and Webber explained: “The information needed to
understand the problem depends upon one’s idea for solving it” [40] (p. 161). Rittel and Webber later
go on to describe that for wicked problems “one cannot understand the problem without knowing
about its context; one cannot meaningfully search for information without the orientation of a solution
concept; one cannot first understand, then solve” [40] (p. 162). There is a missing component in the
current literature: an understanding of human behavior, culture, and mindsets as related to resource
consumption and climate change. In order for solutions to take hold and produce positive long-term
effects, future work must be done to identify and change the institutional, cultural, and individual
barriers that are preventing the shift away from current economic models and trends of consumption.
This is where social innovation processes such as systems thinking and design thinking excel.
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